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We are living in unprecedented times affecting people’s wellbeing and the global economy in a 
scale and pace never seen before.  The impact of COVID-19 on the hard-hit hospitality industry, 
is not just  financial, but it is also shaping a new landscape for hotel operations, consumer 
behaviour and guests expectations, corporate responsibility, community engagement, travel, 
meetings and events - all expected to undergo significant changes. 

In the wake of the disruption that this global health crisis has caused and the measures taken 
across the world to contain and manage the spread of COVID-19 we will need to adapt and 
change, to consider new practices, to accelerate innovation and seize new opportunities. The 
adjustments hospitality providers will inevitably have to make over the next few months will 
be significant with an impact on a key trait in hospitality – the “personal touch”, which will be 
sacrificed for the health and safety of guests and employees.

As most hoteliers are looking forward to the day when they will reopen their doors for guests, 
based on feedback from clients across all segments – corporate, leisure and MICE and taking into 
consideration advice and recommendations from various government bodies and institutions, 
we have prepared this guide to assist hoteliers with the preparations for this new reality, enabling 
them to have a successful start in the New Normal. 

AN ESSENTIAL GUIDE 
TO POST COVID-19 HOSPITALITY DELIVERY
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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL OVERVIEW

COVID-19 has not only changed the 
way we work, live and think, but it 
has also changed people’s priorities, 
fears, perceptions and aspirations. In 
the post-COVID-19 age, people will be 
much more conscious of the travel 
experience, whether for work or for 
leisure, and the consequences it might 
have on their health and wellbeing. In 
the New Normal Cleanliness, Safety 
and Security will be more important 
than luxury and convenience.

With hotels emerging from the pandemic 
and eager to start welcoming guests, it is 
important to rethink and implement new 
measures to ensure that the health and 
safety of staff, guests and contractors is 
not compromised. Some countries have 
developed and began implementation of 
specific programs to support hospitality 
businesses, including initiatives that 
measure hotel compliance and recognise 
the establishment as a “safe place” to give 
peace of mind to the travellers.
Hospitality providers should continue to 
fully adhere to health and safety measures 
as per local government guidelines and 
the World Health Organization to ensure 
they meet the minimum standards for 
health and safety and give travellers 
intermediaries and event organisers the 
confidence they need.

With the implementation of the recommended initiatives 
outlined in this document your future guests will feel more at 
ease when booking and staying at your establishment, giving 
them much sought-after reassurance that cleanliness, safety 
and security are not compromised.
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Most businesses and their staff are facing a pandemic for the first time in their existence and the 
uncertainty about the New Normal and the consequences it will bring are scary. How businesses 
react and adapt to the constantly changing developments surrounding COVID-19 and the decisions 
they take should be clearly and consistently communicated to the workforce.

Now is the time to reassure your future guests that you are taking the necessary steps and adapting 
your product and processes in order to provide a clean and safe Home away from Home environment 
and investing in new technology and equipment to meet the highest standards for personal and 
environmental hygiene and cleaning.

2. FOCUS ON POSITIVE COMMUNICATION

A. INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

B. EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

Particular attention should be paid on communication and training on:

Personal hand hygiene – importance of thorough handwashing to contain the spread of the virus

Use your own website to promote the specific actions you are implementing

Wearing Personal Protective Equipment

Continue to engage with your clients with frequent updates from our property
and local market

Enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of frequently touched surfaces

Use your social media channels to promote a positive message – Be visual and Be personal

Commuting to work guidance

Get involved in local community projects and initiatives to combat the spread of the virus

Training on use of new hospital-grade detergents and equipment

Informing employees of pandemic status and proper infection control procedures

Procedures if staff experience COVID-19 symptoms

Create an infographic/ one page flyer highlighting key Cleanliness and Safety measures 
you are taking – be ready to share as it will become a prerequisite for contracting

Record a video of the enhanced cleaning and other initiatives to build confidence with 
your future guests

Identify a local “Hygiene and Health” certification organisation in your market giving a formal 
recognition of the measures you are implementing

Consider adding a section on your website to communicate your Health & Safety policies, 
procedures and certification 

Measures the organisation is taking to protect the health and safety of its employees,
guests and contractors

Assure guests that staff showing mild symptoms are not allowed at the premises
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Many hotels would have temporarily closed down during the COVID-19 crisis either as a result of 
government regulations or due to diminishing demand for hotel stays in the respective locations. 
Before they reopen they have to ensure that pre-return inspections have been completed, a deep 
cleaning has been conducted, all equipment tested, heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) system (if in place) as well as other mechanical tests have been completed, staff numbers 
are adjusted to meet the operational changes, suppliers of equipment and new detergents and 
materials, including PPE, have been contracted.

It is important to prepare all staff including those on furlough or on leave, in order for the transition to 
be safe, efficient and aligned to the needs of the business and its people and guests. For a different 
post COVID-19 working environment the HR team and Heads of departments will need to arrange 
an induction to the New Normal and communicate regularly to the team the measures the business 
is taking to protect the health and safety of its employees, guests and contractors. 

3. BACK TO BUSINESS IN THE NEW NORMAL

A. PREPARING YOUR PREMISES

B. PREPARING YOUR WORKFORCE

For those opening their doors after a period of inactivity, it is important to test the following:

Mechanical systems

COVID-19 Staff Checklist

Fire safety systems

Chillers and air conditioning / heating units IT Systems

Electricity Switchboard / Telephones

Water supply and filtration systems

COVID-19 Staff Advice

Special departmental Advice and Policies

Training on fitting, wearing and using PPE as well as safe removal and disposal

F&B

Maintenance

Front Office

Management

Housekeeping

· Train front office personal on safe interactions with guests

· Refresher Food & Beverage handling

· Identification of frequently touched surfaces / frequently visited areas
· Training from chemicals provider on use of new detergents
· Refresher training on general cleaning and training on specific COVID-19 cleaning         
  and proper disinfecting guidelines for all cleaning staff

Training on personal hygiene for prevention of virus spread

Training on new departmental policies and procedures 

Elevators

Gas supply / boilers Internet connection

Kitchen appliances Pest control inspection
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Businesses should consider additional policies in relation to COVID-19 which all employees need to 
be familiarised with, such as

Hotels need to identify areas for continuous Risk Assessment and identify the new “risk” factors 
which need to be assessed on a regular basis.

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW POLICIES

C. RISK ASSESSMENT

4.1 EMPHASIS ON CLEANLINESS

PROMOTE INFECTION PREVENTION

Social distancing Policy

Assume everyone is a carrier and is infected - reduce the risk of transmission by

Public areas disinfecting Policy

Policy that addresses use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Policy on collecting and disposing of large quantities of potentially contaminated waste 
(especially if single-use PPE becomes common in the workplace)

Policy on dealing with COVID-19 symptomatic visitors, guests and staff (consult your local 
government guidelines)

Washing your 
hands often 
and correctly.

Avoiding close 
contact with 
potentially infected 
individuals.

Staying home 
while you 
are sick.

Covering your 
mouth and nose 
when coughing
or sneezing.

Thoroughly cleaning 
and disifecting 
personal items.

Contacting a doctor 
immediately in the 
event of smptoms.

4. HOSPITALITY DELIVERY IN THE NEW NORMAL

Cleanliness in a hotel, restaurant, gym or any other 
establishment, has always been important but before 
checking in a hotel very rarely have we given a thought to 
how our bedroom has been cleaned, i.e. what detergents 
have been used, who has cleaned the room, who could 
have occupied the room before us and other questions, 
which are now becoming relevant. In the post-coronavirus 
environment cleanliness will be extremely important 
and the use of approved disinfectants against COVID-19 
and other bacteria throughout all public areas, including 
lobbies, reception, fitness centers and guestrooms can 
enhance guests’ confidence that their room is safe to 
stay in.
Apart from the general recommendations for enhanced 
cleaning and sanitization, a particular attention has been 
paid to frequently touched objects and surfaces across 
the hotel.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Ensure all staff are familiar with basic prevention 
measures, i.e. hand hygiene, social distancing, 
avoiding touching eyes, nose, and mouth, and 
good respiratory hygiene.

Identify staff who should wear PPE and train 
accordingly

Ensure staff wash hands thoroughly prior to 
putting PPE on and follow Health, Safety, Security & 
Environment (HSSE) requirements with PPE 

Properly dispose of or sanitize PPE in accordance 
with WHO or local regulatory requirements  

Lay out floor markings to comply with social 
distancing requirements, i.e. in reception areas, in 
front of elevators, F&B outlets, Gym 

Determine areas that require more frequent and 
thorough cleaning, i.e. frequently touched surfaces 

Install hand sanitizers near frequently touched surfaces and objects, i.e. at entrance, near elevators

Consider use of electrostatic sprayers with disinfectant to sanitize surfaces throughout the hotel

Review options for air-cleaning technology. i.e. Aura Air 

Evaluate cleaning solutions suppliers, check websites for the Centre for Disease Control, 
the local government of health and the Environment Protection Agency for most current 
recommendations

Disinfect hotel key cards using a special hospital-grade disinfectant or use ultraviolet technology

Install perspex partitions at counters, i.e. front desk, concierge desk, restaurant (buffet) and at all 
customer touchpoints in order to protect staff and guests from direct contact

Regularly wash and clean cloths and sponges – a cleaning set to be provided to housekeeping 
for each room and after use to be sealed in a bag and machine washed and dried for future reuse

Install signage at relevant locations reminding guests and staff about social distancing  

Spray air conditioning filters in guest rooms and public areas with disinfectant

Follow government guidelines on guests showing COVID-19 symptoms

Create a cleanliness checklist with frequency of cleaning specific areas; monitor and 
review existing cleaning guidelines and adjust or enhance as needed

Consider extended delivery times 
for some equipment due to high 
demand when placing orders.
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ENTRANCE AND PUBLIC AREAS

FRONT OFFICE DESKS – RECEPTION / GUEST RELATIONS / CONCIERGE

LOUNGE BAR / SITTING AREA

It is important to reduce touch points, increase cleaning and adapt the space to be able to meet 
the social distancing requirements. Suggested measures:

Remove non-essential doors

Adjust doors to automatic use with movement sensors where possible

Temperature screening at entrance

Provide containers for used PPE to be disposed of

Provide wall-mounted disinfectant dispensers, preferably hands free both inside and outside

Provide disinfectant sprays or wipes adjacent to each touchpoint. Touchpoints requiring 
particular attention: 

Reduce number of entrances (for better control of people coming in)
Consider one entrance and a different exit (if the building allows)

Door handles

Luggage carts

Bar table tops and counters Menus, bill holders

Cooler handles Credit card machines

Equipment in business centresElevator buttons

Reception / concierge counters

Food and drink preparation surfaces Candles and candleholders

Lights switches Tills

Chair armrests, tablesLight switches

Public phones and computers

Utensils, liquor pourers Vases

Glassware, chinaware, glass bottles

Handrails (on staircases)

· Voice activation light switches can also be considered

Reconfigure guest check in and check out processes to avoid guests becoming too proximate 
to front of house staff

Re-lay out the lounge and sitting area furniture to meet social distancing guidelines and 
allow sufficient space between tables and chairs

Install perspex partitions at desks 

Temporarily suspend use of shared safety boxes (if available)

Provide complimentary adaptors (if requested) 

Consider using disposable biodegradable cups, plates as an option 

Consider virtual concierge to minimise direct contact between staff and guests – can be 
accessible through hotel’s application

Rearrange furniture and change layout to facilitate social distancing and eliminate 
unnecessary touchpoints 

Ensure clear signage or floor markings in reception and where necessary to direct foot 
traffic and ensure safe social distancing 

Particular attention to be paid on the following touchpoints requiring more frequent cleaning:

· It is recommended to install movement detectors to 
activate light switches and eliminate the risk of touching 
a surface which can contain germs
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ELEVATORS

PUBLIC WCs

Elevators represent a particularly challenging area to establish social distancing. 
Methods for managing the use of elevators might include the following:

Particular attention to be paid to the cleaning and disinfection of the following areas:

Allow one person at a time or if travelling together with a colleague, partner or family
 – allow all at once

Install hand sanitizer in the lift and outside the lift next to lift button OR

Consider ultraviolet antibacterial technology

Replace hand dryers with biodegradable paper towels

Mark lines assisting guests with queuing while waiting for elevators to ensure social 
distancing

Review elevator cleaning process – frequency, touch points

Consider ultraviolet antibacterial technology

Consider providing antibacterial wipes outside elevator so guests can wipe the buttons

Install toilet seat disinfectant technology

Towel dispenser handles Toilet brush

Soap dispensers Toilet paper holders

Door handles Toilet / urinal flush lever

Baby changing facilities / station

BEDROOMS

Housekeeping staff to enter / clean bedrooms wearing protective equipment

Invest in ozone generators to remove odours from bedrooms and kill microorganisms

Arrange deep cleaning of guest bedrooms between guests

Consider leaving the room unused for a minimum of 24 hours before new guest checks in

Consider dedicated section / floor / wing for guests who are showing symptoms

Enquire about GHS Specialist Services to prevent viruses at contact@g-h-s.com

Temporarily remove and consider providing on request iron and ironing board, extra pillows, 
blankets, shoe horn, shoe polish, yoga mats

Layout and furniture

Remove any unnecessary items in the room which can contain germs, are difficult to clean, 
and potentially can spread the virus if in contact with people

Magazines

Remove floor rugs

Mini bars

Guest Directory 
(invest in a hotel application where 
guests are able to view the directory)

Cushions

Hangers 
(limit number of hangers in the room)
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Particular attention to be paid to the cleaning and disinfection of key touchpoints:

Door handles / knobs Hangers

Safety latch and peepholes Guest directories 
/ Room service menus

Air conditioning control units Drawers

Luggage rack
Curtains

Light switches In-room safe

Phones Kettles or coffee machines

TV Remote controllers Mini bars

Iron and ironing board

Aparthotels
(with kitchenettes)

All equipment - fridge, 
washing machine, dishwasher, 
microwave, kettle, toaster 
(if available)

Crockery and cutlery

Placemats

Flooring

In room entertainment

Tea/ coffee making facilities

Guest amenities / Welcome kit

Amenities

In room communication

Wooden or ceramic flooring recommended, easier to clean and disinfect

• TV and remote control – remote controllers might typically contain germs which can easily be 
spread from one guest to the next 

• Hotels to consider putting the remote controller in a plastic sleeve and replacing it for new 
guests checking in the room

• Enhance existing hotel applications to enable voice control or consider in development of new 
applications

• Although not environmentally friendly, consider using disposable biodegradable cups and 
stirrers individually wrapped 

Offer guests a welcome kit with antibacterial disposable hand wipes, gloves, gel

• Consider investing in voice controlled telephones

Reinstate single use toiletries to minimise the spread of germs through contact between 
guests

Provide guidance on handwashing – affix stickers in the bathrooms. Personal hygiene and 
handwashing remain the most important measures to contain the spread of viruses

Remove unnecessary objects, i.e. scales, hairdryer or disinfect after each guest

Cleanliness - particular attention to be paid to the cleaning and disinfection of key 
touchpoints:

A lot of hotels will have to reconsider the change from single use plastic bottles to dispensers 
and go back to the old fashioned way

BATHROOMS

Toilet flush lever Scales

Toilet brush Towel rails

Shower handles Tissue box

Cotton wool jar Radiator
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Consider perspex partitions between service provider and guests / between host desk 
and guests

Offer pre-packaged foods only if possible

Reduce self-service access to foods and replace with A la Carte plated service

Clearly signpost queuing areas and direction

Remove or rearrange tables and chairs to promote social distancing

Require use of face masks and gloves by restaurant staff

Cleanliness - particular attention to be paid to the cleaning and disinfection of key 
touchpoints:

Dining tables Drawer handles Salt and pepper mills

Counters Light switches Flower vases

Hostess stand Cupboards Bill holders

Chairs, stools Push plates Candles

Food and beverage stations 
/ buffet

Menus Tablecloths

FOOD AND BEVERAGE OUTLETS / DINING EXPERIENCE

Breakfast provision

· Consider staff serving guests individually, rather than queueing at a buffet station

· Maintain reasonable distance between tables in restaurant

· Reduce number of guests at breakfast at the same time depending on capacity
(size of restaurant)

· Extend opening hours of restaurant / breakfast room to ensure guests are able to have 
breakfast

· Offer On the Go breakfast in a bag

· Consider Room Service breakfast at no additional cost, time must be pre-booked to ensure 
operations cope with demand

· Close buffet stations in the short term

· Clean tables and chairs with a disinfectant as soon as a new guest can use the table

· Remove tablecloths (if used) for ease of cleaning and disinfecting table surface

Room service

· Re-arrange space in the bedroom to be more 
suitable for in-room dining

• Full tray covers when delivering room service

· Adjust number of staff delivering room service
if necessary
· Consider temporarily waiving room service 
charge

• Staff delivering room service orders to wear 
the required protective equipment for their own 
protection and for the protection of the guests

With an expected increase in room service dining 
due to social distancing measures that need to 
be taken for F&B outlets, hotels will have to adapt 
accordingly. How?
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KITCHENS AND DRY STORES

a. Equipment
b. New SOPs
c. Staff training

· F&B staff to be trained on revised hygiene and disinfecting practices, on new COVID-19 related 
cleaning and serving as well as food preparation policies
· F&B staff to have a refresher Food Safety training with an emphasis on measures and practices 
specific to COVID-19

· Kitchen staff to wear protective equipment – face masks and gloves

Cleanliness - 
touchpoints 
requiring attention:

Tables

Buttons on equipment

Refrogerators and freezers

Sinks

Light switches

Ice machines

Counters and food 
preparation surfaces

Beverage stations

Towel Dispensers

Food storage equipment

Faucets

Delivery carts

Thermometers

Food shelves

Chopping boards

Cupboards
Drawer handles

Sanitizer dispensers

Trays

Lunch / Dinner provision

· Prepare and serve boxed meals – can be pre-ordered at the time of check in or from 
the hotel application

· Serve from A La Carte menu only

· Rearrange tables to comply with social distancing guidelines
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· Offer guests the option to book a specific gym slot – it can be done at the time of the booking 
confirmation, at check in or through an app

· Before reopening pools and spa centres ensure all hard, non-porous surfaces and equipment are 
disinfected

· Ensure water chemistry is within normal operating limits and stabilized

· Replace pool and spa linen and towels

· Treatments to be pre-booked in advance allowing sufficient time between guests for cleaning 
and disinfection

· Cleaning – particular attention to be 
paid to the following:

· Cleaning – particular attention to be 
paid to the following:

· Set a number of maximum guests who can use the gym at the same time

· Provide antibacterial wipes or hand sanitizer by touchpoints

· Disinfect equipment between uses

· Allow sufficient distance between equipment to meet social distancing guidelines

· Explore in-room exercise equipment and assign rooms with such equipment on request

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Gym & Sauna

Pools & Spas

Lights switches

Lights switches

Step rails and ladder (in swimming pools)

Gym equipment and machines

Shower handles

Equipment / tool handles

Door handles

Door handles

Cleaning pole

Weights

Lockers (in changing rooms)

Audio equipment knobs

Handrails

Towel racks

Remote controllers

Ring buoys

Sun loungers and parasols

Hand sanitizer dispensers

Bins, including recycling bins

Shower handles

Towel racks
Step rails and ladder (in swimming pools)
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The Check in / Check out Process

4.2 SERVICE DELIVERY - GUEST EXPERIENCE

In preparation for welcoming back their guests, hotels will have to make changes in the way they 
have been providing basic services. 

Online check in and check out – invest in an application for contactless arrivals and departures 
allowing guests to choose their room, open the door with an app, order room service

If door locks are compatible with door opening apps, consider investing in digital keys – 
minimise contact with front office staff

Front Office staff to be equipped with face masks and gloves to complete check in and check 
out procedure

Front office staff to inform guests of hotel’s hygiene and health and safety measures

Payments – payments to be taken from credit card on file where possible, without physical 
touch, confirmation letters should be adjusted accordingly to inform guests of payment 
method

Use of contactless cards where possible (due to payment limit)

Registration cards – if printed registration cards are used – pens should be disinfected or new 
pens provided to each new guest

Display current company statement about Hygiene and Health measures taken and have 
copies available for hotel guests, given out on arrival.

Luggage Handling

Housekeeping

Concierge and other services

Spray guest luggage with disinfectant spray upon guest arrival

Reduce or limit daily housekeeping services for guests already staying in hotel room

Invest in technology allowing communication between guests and concierge so that guests can 
still receive the required information without having a face to face contact, i.e. video connection 
from a hotel application

Porters to wear face masks and gloves when carrying luggage and dispose of gloves once 
luggage delivered to the room

Leave towels/ linen/ bin liners, bathroom amenities outside guest room at a time confirmed by 
the guest

Porter to deliver luggage to the room separately (not travelling in the elevator with the guest)

Advise guests to put dirty linen/ towels in labeled plastic bags to be left outside the room and 
collected by staff 

Train housekeeping staff not to shake linen out when changing beds

Spray all hard surfaces with a disinfectant and leave for an extended time to thoroughly kill any 
germs 

Use protective cases for mattresses and pillows

Enquire about GHS Technology Solutions at contact@g-h-s.com 
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What to expect?

Hybrid Meetings – a combination of physical and virtual meeting – invest in technology which 
can facilitate a seamless virtual meetings – adjust Wi-Fi capacity to meet increased demand 
and consider installing boosters in low or non-signal areas of the premises

Future clients to be conscious of social distancing guidelines – revise meetings and events 
capacities. Avoid sharing break out spaces 

Catering – boxed lunches/ refreshments individually wrapped for each delegate

Increase in virtual reality site visits – virtual tours – reduces unnecessary travel

Tea and Coffee stations – consider biodegradable  cups and stirrers

Cleaning of meetings and events facilities – frequently touched surfaces requiring particular 
attention:

5. MEETINGS AND EVENTS

Light switches

Public phones and computers

Door knobs

Desks / tables and chairs

Blotters

Tea and coffee stations

Remote controllers for projectors and
other equipment

Flipcharts, whiteboards, whiteboard pens 
and eraser (clients can be encouraged to 
bring their own)

All AV and other conference equipment

Back Office

Provide wall-mounted disinfectant dispensers, preferably hands free in back offices

Affix posters promoting personal hygiene and hand washing

Remote working opportunities – allow staff who can work remotely to do so (Accounts, Sales 
and Marketing), reduce number of staff required to be at property maintaining operational staff  

Consider changing back office layout to the 2 Metre Office concept in response to 
social distancing to help businesses prepare for their employees to return to the office
In a hotel context it can be applied to reservations office, Meetings and Events, HR office, 
Sales and Marketing and other back office areas

6. OTHER AREAS

2 Metre Quick Scan: A concise but thorough analysis of the current working environment in 
the field of virus safety and any other opportunities for improvement

2 Metre Rules: A set of simple and clear workable agreements and rules of conduct that put 
the safety of everyone first

2 Metre Routing: A visually displayed and unique routing for each office, making traffic flows 
completely safe

2 Metre Workstation: An adapted and fully equipped workplace at which the user can work 
safely

2 Metre Facility: A trained employee who advises on and operationally ensures an optimally 
functioning and safe facility environment

My Work Bubble Certificate: Contact us at contact@g-h-s.com for more information
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Staff Areas

Deliveries

Affix posters with guidance on personal hygiene and hand washing
Staff canteen to be cleaned with disinfectant regularly 

Adjust doors to automatic use with movement sensors where possible

Temperature screening at entrance

Provide wall-mounted disinfectant dispensers, preferably hands free both inside and outside

Provide containers for used PPE to be disposed of

Provide disinfectant sprays or wipes adjacent to door handles, time and attendance systems

Consider enhanced anti-viral equipment at staff entrance

In order to manage contaminants that may enter the workplace, consider the following 
precautions: 

Designate one location for any deliveries to the building/space and disinfect items centrally

Create an order stock list for regularly needed protective equipment  

Assign delivery management and sterilization as a task to specific employees only

For longer-term planning, consider shortwave ultraviolet light sterilizing rooms/booths

Affix posters with symptoms of COVID-19 with advice on what to do if a staff member notices 
symptoms

Add places for individuals to store and secure their own items separately from others 
(i.e., individual coat hooks rather than coat closets used by the group)

Provide clothing covers (e.g., dry-cleaning bags) for individuals to cover/ contain their own 
coats or PPE

Provide separate waste bins for PPE

Designate a specific enclosed room to isolate any person who experiences symptoms of an 
illness while at work 

Consider shift meals for staff to ensure there is sufficient space between them

Extend breakfast/lunch/ dinner serving hours to cater for all staff

Install hand sanitisers

Antibacterial surface wipes

Canteens

Staff Entrance

Changing Rooms
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It is no secret that technology is critical to creating a hospitality experience that guests will want 
to return to again and again. Not only does technology improve the guest experience and help 
hotels stand out amongst their competition, but it can also open opportunities for additional 
revenue streams by allowing properties to capture detailed data on guest preferences. Two recent 
technologies in particular, the Internet of Things (IoT) and voice-controlled tech, should be in every 
hotelier’s toolkit as they look to make future tech investments.

High-tech solutions helping hotels battle COVID-19 are already available on the market and continue 
to be developed to meet the growing needs of hoteliers. Applications with step-by-step cleaning 
instructions in line with the guidelines from the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention for 
COVID-19 enable housekeepers to check in to each task as the process begins.

Hotel Management Magazine, GUIDEBOOK HOUSEKEEPING, APRIL 2020
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